Sinus node function after cardiac surgery: is impairment specific for the maze procedure?
Maze surgery is a final solution for intractable atrial fibrillation (AF), but an adverse effect on postoperative sinus node function has been reported. Whether this also applies to other types of cardiac surgery is unclear. We assessed postoperative rhythm by means of repeated exercise tolerance testing, ambulatory electrocardiography, and non-invasive testing of autonomic function between 1 and 12 months after four types of cardiac surgery. Fourteen patients without structural cardiac disease and medically refractory AF underwent the maze III procedure, 11 patients with mitral valve disease and preoperative AF underwent valvar surgery combined with a (simplified) maze III procedure, and 8 patients with mitral valve disease in sinus rhythm (SR) underwent isolated valvar surgery. The control group consisted of eight patients with sinus rhythm who underwent coronary artery bypass surgery (CABG). One month after surgery, the chronotropic response to exercise was depressed, mean heart rate was high, and heart rate variability (HRV) was low, especially after maze III, combined surgery, and isolated valvar surgery. Twelve months after surgery, moderate improvements were observed. After CABG, considerably fewer abnormalities were observed, and HRV parameters recovered to a large extent. Non-invasive testing of autonomic function indicated disturbed vagal modulation of heart rate in all three groups with atrial incision. Thus, attenuation of HRV and vagal modulation of sinus node function are not confined to maze surgery but also apply to isolated mitral valve surgery. Atrial incision therefore appears to be crucial and presumably produces autonomic nervous damage followed by partial reinnervation. Nevertheless, cardiac surgery in general seems initially to impair sinus node function with partial recovery in the consecutive 12 months.